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Action Topic #3: 
Urban Centers and TIP Policy

• Sustainability concept: Promote vibrant urban 
centers

• Draft goal: Locate 50% of new housing and 
75% of new employment within urban centers

• Current forecast: Urban centers capture 21% 
of households and 50% of employment
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Relationship of draft goals



Today’s focus:

TIP policy recommendations 
related to the urban center goal

*MVIC to discuss other Metro Vision policy 
revisions related to urban centers in May



Questions about the 
agenda packet materials?



A.  Should the 2012-2017 TIP regard 
all urban centers equally?
1. No, urban centers that are home to, or are within ¼ mile 

of a current or future rapid transit station, are the Board’s 
priority.

2. No, urban centers that are home to, or are within ¼ mile 
of a current or future rapid transit station, and urban 
centers that are currently served by high-frequency transit 
service (15 minute headways or less), are the Board’s 
highest priority.

3. Yes, all urban centers are important and must be 
regarded equally. 

Staff recommendation: Option 2



B. Should the 2012-2017 TIP invest 
funds into urban center planning? 
1. No, the focus of TIP funding used for planning on Station 

Area Master Plans (STAMPs) for existing and future rapid 
transit stations is the Board’s priority. 

2. Yes, investing TIP funding to include both STAMPs and 
urban centers is the Board’s priority. 

Staff recommendation:

Option 2 at a level of $750,000 per year plus $500,000 of 
unallocated STAMP funds from the current TIP.



Should DRCOG modify the urban 
center scoring criteria in the 2012-
2017 TIP Policy?
1. No, the current scoring criteria meet the Board’s 

objectives and the recommendations in “A” above.

2. Yes, increase project-related points based on 
recommendations in “A” above. 

3. Yes, add more project-related points for urban centers 
that attend to increasing density, implementing senior-
friendly policies, incorporating workforce housing, etc. 

Staff recommendation:  Option 3
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